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ABSTRACT 
The objective of our study was to investigate the neuropathological 
effects in hens after administration of triortho cresyl phosphate, The 
experiment was summarized as the following: one handred eighty  
hens  were divided into 2 main groups, the first group was acute 
neurotoxicity done on 60 hen divided equally into control and treatment 
which received single dose 600mg/kg orally for 18 days. The second 
group was sub chronic toxicity done on 120 chicken that in turn divided 
equally in to 4 subgroups, these are (untreated control, 2, 4 and 8   
mg/kg daily) for 100 days. Neurotoxicity of triortho cresyl phosphate in 
hen of midbrain in acute and one handred days. Sub chronic studies 
showed mainly changes in the synapses characterized by 
disorganization, the presence of dark, degenerated mitochondria 
stained in synapses and ramifications. In some occasion's myelinated 
nerve, fibers showed evidence of degenerate myelin with vacuolation 
and spheroid body formation. In addition, myelin changes were 
characterized formation of laminated bodies, also auto phagocytosis of 
degenerate myelin. Furthermore, presence of degenerate  

 
mitochondria in axoplasm of axon and in cytoplasm of neurons. The 
degeneration of mitochondria characterized by loss of formation of 
laminated bodies in severe cases even deposits of calcium materials 
in the lamellated degenerate mitochondria. In conclusion the presence 
of degenerated lamellate calcified mitochondria could be a strong 
indication that triortho-cresyl phosphate, does not cause only 
degenerated myelin sheath of axon but also cause degeneration of 
mitochondria 
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INTRODUCTION      

The discovery of the usefulness of organic phosphorus 

compounds  as pesticides in the late 1930s has unfortunately 

led to the identification of some of the most toxic compounds 

synthesized by humans, including tapon, suman, sarin, 

cyclosarin, VR, and VX, which will collectively become 

known as nerve agents [1,2] Organic phosphorus agents 

(OPs) irreversibly prevent acolinstrase (AChE) causing large 

Colingea syndrome ". [3]   Outbreak of tri orothrrospheric 

phosphate poisoning in Durban. [4] There is general 

agreement that the patent program is much more toxic than 

TMCP or TPCP). The central and peripheral nervous system 

is particularly sensitive to tri-ortho-cresyl phosphate toxicity. 

[5] The government's response to the report was not to be 

taken into account. The cause of neuropathy can be 

attributed to tri-crisstophosphate (TCP) which was present 

as a pollutant in gengili oil, and contamination is assumed to 

have occurred during the transport of oil in containers 

previously used to store mineral oils. [6] the dying back 

process. Common denominator are many natural and toxic 

neurological disorders. Late neuropathy caused by organic 

phosphorus is a neurological disorder characterized by alack 

of voluntary coordination of muscle movement with cosy and 

associated axonotic and peripheral axonopathy [7]. [8] 

studied the neuropathy can delay due to some 

organophosphorus ester: mechanism and challenge. [9] 

studied the importance of the return process in experimental 

and human neurological disease. [11] explained the 

neurotoxicity of tri-calendar chrysili phosphate of adult 

spinal cord causes a near-chronic delay in ninety days of 

chicken delay through oral gaatage. [12] studied a 

microscopic study of the electron showed the acute 

neurotoxicity of triorthotic crispy phosphate of the sciatic 

nerve in the adult hen [13]  Morphological and neurotoxic 

analysis of neurotoxicity evidenced by tri-krisnil phosphate 

poisoning in the chick.[14] studied the neurotoxicity of 

tricresylphosphate (TCP) in slowloris (nycticebus 

coucang).[15] the tri-o-cresyl phosphate studied intoxication 

and termination of sensory nerves of slow loris.[16] Delayed 

neurotoxicity caused by the organic phosphorus compound 

in wild malard ducks.[17] A study of the neurotoxicity 

produced by the long-term low-level local application of the 

leptophos to the hen comb. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The study was included  two experiments carried out on one 

hindered twenty hens, the first one was acute  neurotoxic of 

triortho-cresyl phosphate  included  60 hens divided equally 

into 2 groups, control and treated  which administered single 

dose 600mg/kg orally for 18 days. The second experiment was  

sub chronic neurotoxicity study  was done 120 hens divided 

into 4sub groups 30 hens each,these groups were  untreated 

control , 2, 4 and then 8 mg/kg daily for 100 days. At the final 

period  of the study , hens were  sacrificed, the middle of the 

brain  fixed in the glutaraldehyde,samples were taken and   

made cut  by ultra microtome .Thin sections 1ugfor 

histological orination and stained with toluidine blue for 

selection areas  for electron microscope, then the copper grids 

were made and stained with uranyl acetate and   Lead citrate  

. 

RESULTS 
The toxic neurotoxic study of the aheal showed a 18-day 

semi-chronic 100-day neurotoxic study of tocp electron 

microscopy changes characterized by the presence of dark 

colored bodies suggesting the degenerated mitochondria in 

synapses that showed in fig. (1,2,6,9 and 10) also on some 

occasion 1 myelin that presented in fig.(3,4 and 5) also in fig. 

(7, 8) showed swollen of mitochondria with dark stained 

degenerate mitochondria.
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Fig 1: midbrain, medulla oblongata with conglomerate of degenerate buttons with lamellation and stained deposit (EM 

20000X) 

 

 
Fig 2: midbrain, synapses with dark stained degenerate lamellated mitochondria.(EM 30000X) 

 

 
Fig 3: midbrain, nerve fibers with demyelination and synapses with degenerate dark stained mitochondria (EM 15000X) 

 

 
Fig 4: midbrain, synapses with degenerate mitochondria (EM 20000X) 
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Fig 5: midbrain, in synapses some with degenerate lamellated mitochondria (EM 20000X) 

 

 
Fig 6: midbrain, synapses with dark stained degenerate mitochondria (EM 20000X) 

 

 
Fig 7: midbrain synapses some with swollen mitochondria, other with dark stained degenerate mitochondria (EM 20000X) 

 

 
Fig 8: Midbrain, synapses with degenerate mitochondria (EM 30000X) 
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Fig 9: midbrain, synapses with degenerate dark stained mitochondria (EM 30000X) 

 

 
Fig 10: midbrain, synapses with degenerate dark stained mitochondria (EM 30000X) 

 

DISCUSSION 
The present electron microscopic finding in midbrain related 

to treatment with tri-ortho-cresyl phosphate was supported 

with the study done by  [1] of intoxication of 

organophosphorus   with    reported ultrastructural changes 

in the midbrain due to neurotoxicity of tri-ortho-cresyl 

phosphate and that was in support of the finding of [2] which 

showed inhibition of choline estrase. [3] studied outbreak of 

tri-ortho-cresyl phosphate poisoning with reported changes 

due to neurotoxicity. The present study did electron 

microscopic analysis and found neurotoxic changes which 

support the finding [3]. The present investigated the 

ultrastructural changes which were quite positive for the 

effect of organophosphorus and supported by the finding of 

[4]. The present study showed changes induced by 

neurotoxicity of organophosphorus in electron microscopic 

and that was supported by [5] who studied the histopathology 

induced by neurotoxic compound. The present study showed 

neurotoxic effect of organophosphorus on base of 

ultrastructural changes and those findings were supported by 

[6] who studied the toxic neuropathy of organophosphorus. 

The present study found conversing evidence of treatment 

related neurotoxicity by organophosphorus and the above 

was supported by [7] who explained the mechanism and 

action of neurotoxic compound such as organophosphorus. 

The present study showed the changes in midbrain due to 

neurotoxicity of organophosphorus in electron microscopic 

and that was supported by [8] which he studied the 

mechanism neurotoxicity of organophosphorus. [9] reported 

the significant changes induced by organophosphorus in 

man and animals. The present study support the above 

finding as there was electron microscopic changes due to 

neurotoxicity of organophosphorus. The electron 

microscopic study of midbrain showed evidence of 

neurotoxic activity on nerve fibers induced by tri-ortho-

cresyl phosphate and that was supported by[10] which he did 

neurotoxicity study and reported anticholone astrase activity. 

[11] Evidence of recovery from peripheral neuropathy of the 

sciatic nerve, which was very prominent in the case of a single 

acute dose of neurotoxicity to tri-ortho-cresyl phosphate and 

while peripheral neuropathy of the sciatic nerve was reduced 

there was a gradual increase in the severity of the neuropathy 

of the central nervous system of the marrow Spinal with an 

increase in injury and the number of nerve fibers that show 

dissolved cavities associated with lumps of degenerative 

myelin in contrast to a single sharp dose of delayed 

neurotoxicity that was tightened by central neuropathy in the 

spinal cord was significantly lower than peripheral 

neuropathy of the sweat of the patterns. This study focused 

on electronic microscopy changes in mitochondria caused by 

the neurotoxicity of tri-ortho-cresyl phosphate.  [12] The 

result of the electron microscope of the sciatic nerve showed 

the degeneration of malin in the spinal nerve fibers 

characterized by the grafting of malin, a conglomerate of 

malin, the formation of the spherical body of the malin, the 

non-depressor of the malin elongated, and the alien also 

showed the current increase of the nerve of colored darkness 

Degenerative mitochondria. The current study focused on 

electronic microscopy changes in mitochondria in the central 
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nervous system caused by the neurotoxicity of TOCP in adult 

chickens. 

 

CONCLUSION 
The present study gave details of electronic microscopic 

changes in the midbrain and pointed out that tri-ortho-cresyl 

phosphate potentially to neurotoxicity in adult hens by giving 

it for ninety days. Further researches are needed to throw 

more clarification of mechanisms associated with these 

valuable effects.  
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